Ponvidyashram group of schools
Worksheet for periodic test 1 – 2017-18
Class :IV Std Subject :English Literature
Lesson name : BirBaL enters akBar’s Court

I.Write True or False
1. Akbar was one of the greatest Mughal Emperor. (
2. The “Navrattan” means eight clever men.

)
(

)

3. Birbal was coming from Mumbai to see Akbar. (

)

4. Akbar liked Birbal because he was very handsome. (

)

5. The guard took fifty whiplashes without a murmur. (

)

II.Match
1. Akbar -

turned into a new leaf (

)

2. Birbal -

Mughal emperor

(

)

3. Navrattan-

Akbar’s favourite

(

)

4. Guard -

nine clever

(

)

III.Arrange in sequential order
1. After the incident the guard became a honest guard .(

)

2. Birbal became Akbar’s favourite because of his witty nature and sense of humour . ( )
3. People from all over the world came to Akbars’s court . (

)

4. Birbal promised to give half of what he receives to the guard .(
5. The palace guard did not allow Birbal into the palace.(

)

)

Ponvidyashram group of schools
Worksheet for periodic test 1
Class :IV Std Subject :English Literature
Lesson: Bow before a hat
I.Identify the character with given adjectives
1. Brave ,an excellent shot -_________________
2. Cruel,vain man-_________________
3. Brave,proud people

-_________________

4. Small,brave boy_________________

II.Write True or False
1. William Tell was the best archer in Switzerland. (

)

2. Gessler,the ruler of Switzerland was a good man.(

)

3. Gessler dragged the Tell’s son to the oak tree.

)

(

4. Tell’s son said,”please hit the mango and prove that you are a excellent marksman”. (
5. Gessler placed a hat on a pole and asked everyone to bow before it. (

)

)

III.Arrange in sequential order
1. Tell’s son gazed at his father with love and trust .(

)

2. High up the mountains of Switzerland,there live a man called William Tell (
3. He was not aware of the strange law passed by Gessler ruler of Switzerland. (
4. He was a great hunter and an excellent shot.

(

)

5. He took aim and shot the apples,split into two. (

)

6. One morning Wiliam Tell came into the town with his small son.(

)
)

)

7. Gessler dragged his son to the oak tree and placed an apple on his head and said to prove that
he is an excellent shot.(

)

